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ALL ABOUT LOC FEST NYC
LOC FEST NYC is about knowing who
you are, encouraging self -confidence,
self-care, and culture, while celebrating
the freedom to be yourself.
LOC FEST NYC enables:
Freedom to be one’s self and to be
confident in one’s own skin
Embracing one’s natural hair
Encouraging sustainable living efforts
by using natural products
Expanding the loc’d community
network by discussing hair care,
products, styling methods and best
practices for loc maintenance.
Discussing discriminatory laws
against loc’d hair that are now being
overturned along with the new
legislation aimed at protecting the
fundamental rights of citizens who
wear their hair in its natural state.
LOC FEST NYC and other natural hair
movements are quickly becoming
global phenomenons!

GET TO KNOW
THE CULTURE OF LOC'S

It’s a not just a hairstyle, it’s not just a
lifestyle, it’s a culture…
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the culture of loc's
The culture of locs have continued to
evolve over the years. We have seen free
form locs, cosmetic aka "faux locs", locs
of color, and locs on children and adults.
In fact, many races of people have
adopted the loc culture. Unfortunately,
living with locs comes with negative
stereotypes at times.
Historically, locs have been called
dreadlocks. This is a term used to
describe the locs of Rastafarians of
Jamaica. Rastafarians regard the locs as
both a sign of their African identity and
their separation from the wider society
they regard as Babylon. The dreadlocks
were “dreaded” by society and
symbolized as defiance.
Today, many have stopped using the
term dreadlocks because there is
nothing dreadful about having locs. Locs
are often compared to a lion’s mane
representing power, strength, and
authority.

LOC FEST NYC
2020
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LOC FEST NYC
This summer, Brooklyn will experience
its second annual LOC FEST NYC; a
festival that will bring together people of
different walks of life to celebrate and
break the negative stigmas of something
great – Locs.
LOC FEST NYC will continue to introduce
existing history, new history, fashion,
loc'd hairstyles, local entrepreneurs and
artists. Through its mission, this annual
celebration educates our communities
and surrounding areas on the history of
locs, Rastafarian cultures, music and
much more.
So come out and indulge in the culture
with our communities.
LOC FEST NYC will take place on
Sunday, September 13, 2020 from 12pm
to 8pm.

LOC FEST LLC
(347) 834-2008
info@locfestnyc.com
@locfestnyc
www.locfestnyc.com
GoFundMe Page: LocFestNYC
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